Fruit-Eze™ Fun For Kids
Fun Following Food’s Journey

How Do Fluids and Fiber Help the Journey of Food?
Together, fluids and fiber help your body to turn
unused bits of food (called waste) into stools.
How does this happen? Fibers, from the foods
you eat, swell up with water. Your body then
uses these swollen fibers give stools their mass
and help to make your stools soft.
Where can fiber be found? Fiber is found in
fruits, vegetables and grains (cereal, brown rice,
whole wheat bread). In addition to the water,
milk and juice you drink, did you know that you
can also get fluids from fruits and vegetables?
That’s right, juicy prunes, grapes, melons, citrus,

lettuce, tomatoes, and cucumbers all
contain fiber and useful fluids.
What is Fruit-Eze™ and how does it
help the journey of food? Fruit-Eze™ is
a 100% fruit blend made from prunes,
raisins, dates and prune juice. Like jam,
it tastes great on toast. Because it is a
good source of fiber, Fruit-Eze™ can help
to make your stools soft, flexible, and
easy to pass.
Can you identify and color the prunes,
dates, grapes & prune juice on this page?
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Can You Follow the Amazing Journey of Food?
The foods we eat pass through several hollow
tubes called the digestive tract. The journey
of food through the body takes about a day.

The brain directs activity in the
digestive tract. Nerves lining the
digestive tract send messages to
the brain. Color the brain gray.

1. The mouth. Food
goes in here where it
is chewed into small
bits. Saliva helps to
soften the food.
Color the tongue
pink.

Color the liver
red-brown

Mucus in the
hollow tubes
makes it easy
for food to pass.

4. The small intestine.
Most of the rich liquid
is absorbed here.
Any leftover liquid
moves along to the
colon. Color the small
intestine tan.

Muscles wrap around
the tubes of the
digestive tract.
They squeeze in a
wave like motion to
move things along.

Follow the numbers from one to five to
learn about the amazing journey of food.
More at: www.fruiteze.com/education/kids

2. The esophagus.
Food goes down this
tube to the stomach.
Color the esophogus
pink.

3. The stomach. Food is
held here. After a while,
the stomach works to
turn food into a rich
liquid that helps to fuel
the body. Some of this
rich liquid is absorbed
here.
The stomach slowly
drips the liquid into the
small intestine. When
the stomach is empty it
flattens like a sock.
Color the stomach
yellow.

5. The colon (also called large intestine or bowel).
Any leftover liquid that the body does not use is
passed along to the colon where it is made into a
stool you can pass. Color the colon light orange.

Where Does the Journey of Food End?
Food’s amazing journey ends at the colon.
The colon is where liquid waste is turned
into stools. Stools may also be called poop.
Stools are formed so that you can pass waste
out of your body. Stools are passed out of your
Color the outside of the colon light
orange. Color the long rope like
muscle in the center red-brown.

body when you move your bowel. Stools
contain germs. Washing your hands after
using the toilet helps prevent the spread
of germs. The numbers from 1-5 show
how liquid waste is turned into stool.

4. Waste begins to solidify,
and move across.

3. Liquid waste
moves up, water
is removed.

5. Stools are mostly
formed now and may
be stored here a
short time, then
they move down.

1. The small intestine
connects to the colon
here. Color the inside
area yellow. Color the
cut edge red.

2. This area holds
liquid waste. Color
the inside area
yellow. Color the
cut away edge red.

Appendix

7. When stools move into this area, a
reflex urges you to “go” (to move your
bowel). It is important to move your
bowel every time you feel the urge to
“go”. If you hold stools back, they can
become dry and hard… and difficult to
pass. This is called constipation.

6. Stools may be
stored here a short
time, then they
move along.

8. The outer opening to the colon
is guarded by muscles that keep it
closed except when you are passing
a stool.

How Does Exercise Help the Journey of Food?
Exercise helps to strengthen the muscles that
surround your digestive tract and helps to
get your bowels moving. When your muscles

are strong, stools are easily formed and
passed. Which of these activities help
make the digestive tract muscles strong?

Walking
Marching
Hiking
Running
Flying Kites
Stair Climbing
Biking
Swimming
Skipping Rope
Leaping
Gymnastics
Dancing
Ball Games

Any of these activities
can help make the
muscles of your
digestive tract strong.
Fruit-Eze™ pure fruit regularity blend is great for kids and adults. Parents can learn more about Fruit-Eze™ and
order Fruit-Eze™ by contacting us at www.fruiteze.com or by calling us at 1-888-Regular (1-888-734-8527).

